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About This Game

Koloro is a contemplative puzzle/platform game with a unique and dynamique one-button gameplay, lovable characters, all in
a dreamlike world with striking art style, and accompanied by a captivating soundtrack. Become Kora, the little girl with pink

hair, and surpass her fears and anxieties to find her little sister Lora in a world where dreams and nightmares are one! Jump and
avoid the obstacles and hordes of shadows monsters led by the very naughty Bad come straight from the deepest fears of Kora!
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Will you be able to face the hostile world of nightmares with a single button ?!
Koloro offers an extremely minimalist and out of the ordinary gameplay. Indeed, what makes the game unique is that you will

have to solve wacky puzzles and face hordes of enemies and huge bosses only with the ability to jump and jump against the
walls. Once transformed into a square, Kora will slide along the floor so be attentive and think carefully because each of your

jumps will be essential!

Go on your own to find Kora's sister or, face the dangers and solve the puzzles in a parallel story in which two players can play
Kora and her sister in a cooperative shared screen mode.

Once the main adventure is over, the real nightmare begins! Will you have the courage to measure yourself to the hard mode
and to do better than the time challenges in each level?

● A detailed and contrasted art direction in a dreamlike world
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● Explore sumptuous, detailed and living sceneries rocked with an awesome soundtrack made for the game and a rich and
engaging soundscape

● Discover a unique, elaborated, easy-to-learn and intuitive gameplay

● Find the courage overcome more than 300 levels with lot of game mechanics that require dexterity and reflection

● Live an intriguing adventure with lovable characters around the imagination, friendship and love

● Enraged fights against huge bosses

● Find all hidden bonuses scattered across multiple levels of the game

● Co-op: Invite a friend and live together a side adventure on a shared screen cooperativ mode with more than 50 levels made
only for that game mode

● Surpass yourself in the hard mode unlocked at the end of the game

● Time trial challenges await you in the 300 levels of the game
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Title: Koloro
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Sköll Studio
Publisher:
Light Maze
Release Date: 18 May, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP2+

Processor: Intel(R) Core(TM)2 Quad CPU Q6600 @ 2.40GHz (4 CPUs), ~2.4GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 310

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 1400 MB available space

English,French,German,Simplified Chinese,Russian
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This could be OK rally game for younger children, or Hello kitty fans. Unfortunately it falls short on execution. The key
bindings has to be done outside the game and adjusting them just right is a bit of a proble.
Actually it is impossible to get them way I wanted because accelerlation and brake can't be adjusted on Joystick axis.

It means that, yes I can play with my driving wheel. And no, I can't use the peddals. And this is huge problem, since kids would
love to steer with a wheel, but using buttons for going forwards is a bit hard task to do. If the driving wheel could be completely
supported I would give thumbs up. No it falls a bit short and it's thumbs down. - and obviously this is only for children.
 If you are looking for serious driving game, this obviously isn't for you.. could've been good, But Was Not.. It's fine for $5.
Harder for me than Super Hexagon. One thing--if your reflexes have been conditioned by years of DDR, Rock Band, etc., you
may want to turn the music off because you're going to need to move off the beat to finish the levels: a sense of rhythm is
almost a liability here.. This game is the epitome of what made the old "Choose Your Own Adventure" novels fun. Endless
choices, compelling characters, adventure, and brutal death around every corner. If you love those novels, or D&D, or just a fun
adventure, I highly recommend this game.. {TL:DR - It's an Active Tower Defense shooter with gameplay that is really
frustrating and un-fun from stupidly randomized mechanics. I'd keep away from it.}

I love these kinds of games, where you're able to set up towers to defend a point WHILE also being able to run around and
defend it on your own as well. I call these kind of games 'Active Tower Defense' games. This is one of those games.

Unfortunately, the only thing it shares with it's kin is the genre. Other games such as Sanctum and Iron Grip: Warlord are prime
examples of games in this genre, games where you play in a first person perspective, running and gunning while setting up
towers and guns to help you shoot things. What makes those games so fun and good? The satisfying and structured gameplay. In
those games, you know whats coming. You know what to prepare for, how to setup, and you know exactly how the tools you
have work and function. Here? That's not the case.

In Last War 2044, the enemies that spawn are completely randomized. You can have giant scorpions one run, or big zombie
monsters in another. Now, this wouldn't be so bad if you actually had control over how you fought. There are two things that
massively bring this game down, massive flaws that ruined the entire experience. The turrets, and the rate at which you get
ammunition for your own weapons. Both of these are completely random. The turrets are just completely goddamned haywire.
Imagine the range of a shotgun turret, you know, those guns that only shoot things when they're 3 inches away from it? Those
are all of the turrets in this game. Every one of them has the range of a meter. That's it. The first level (which is the only one I
could bear to play, I got so frustrated at that point I refunded it.), is literally a tunnel. Just a long tunnel. I thought at first that this
would be the PERFECT tutorial level or 'getting the hang of it' level. I thought maybe all of these badass machineguns and
miniguns and grenade launchers would fire down the tunnel in a magnificent display? Nope! They wait until the creature is
basically kissing them to fire. Sometimes they don't even shoot. I was in a mass of my turrets, probably 10-15 of them around
me, and I watched as a monster came up to me and killed me. None of them shot at it. (that's the point I refunded the game).
They also get destroyed at the drop of a penny. Maybe 3 hits from zombies that barely have hit animations, and they blow up. It
takes maybe 2 seconds for it to go boom, so you wont even have the chance to repair the damn thing.

Then your ammo. You're given a multitude of guns at the beginning, and you're told to come back to the spawn point when you
need more ammo. This is entirely random. The only weapon thats worth using in this level is your rifle, an AK-47 or AK-74. It
gives you 120 bullets and tells you to screw off. I do so, use my ammo, come back, and there was nothing waiting for me. Okay,
maybe I need to wait a couple of waves? I come back, there is a single pack of pistol ammo waiting for me. I wait another wave,
it finally gives me ammo (this is after around 5 waves, so at this point, I'm relying on my turrets to protect me because I've run
completely dry), but it's literally only one clip. 30 measly bullets. After that, when I returned every wave, it only gave me either
pistol bullets or\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665nothing. Only once did I get it to give me more than 30 bullets, but it
was literally only once. How do you expect me to survive when you give me no ammunition, and make the turrets literally
useless? I'm the only thing that stands between the thingy I need to defend, and it gives me nothing to defend it with. Thanks!
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I have no idea if this is the devs first game, but it definitely needs work. I will admit, the concept is cool, kind of like a mix of
Metro and S.T.A.L.K.E.R. As I said earlier, I love the idea of active tower defense games, I love defending a point and holding
off waves and waves of enemies, it's a neat concept, but the execution here is incredibly poor. I don't even care if the graphics
aren't top tier and that the animations are just alright. If the gameplay is frustrating and makes me want to break my keyboard,
thats not cool. Maybe if it gets updated, I'll check it out and change my review from there, but if it doesn't? I'd definitely stay
away from it.. great game for little money!!!. Lively OST that blends perfectly to the graphics\/video of the game. Love it!!!.
Ottoman Empire is one of my favourite faction. They indeed have different than the other factions.. I mean, its free. Nothing
amazing but if you own a VR headset of any kind you might as well give it a go. Only about 5 minuets long but pretty cool I
guess.
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Well it's a good game but I couldn't see anything during the night.. Casual game
Doesnt take much to finish
Funny story
Colorful
Get in on sale and just enojy a bit.. Guys . For those of you who don't know how to activate it . Just right click the crew on
steam , view CD key , copy clipboard of the season pass code . Go to u-play > All games > Activate product and paste the code
inside. It works . They shouldn't have left out the instructions though. Marvelous. Masterful. Goaty.. ClassiCube does a great
attempt at giving one of the classic version from Minecraft a spotlight. You'll get all sorts of extra options and capabilities you
simply won't find in the older Minecraft versions (such as adding blocks) and it gets better once you join or create a server.

I'd say, if you like ClassiCube, support the developers by buying the Steam version.. i'm not so much a fan, but my wife loves
it.. This is another VR game where you shoot enemies as they fly towards you. However, this one does not benefit from room
scale play areas, and furthermore, there's an annoying feeling that you're going to lose your balance as the turret\/ship you're in
moves. I found myself having to turn sideways and brace myself so that I didn't accidentally lean over\/back. Better to sit down
and enjoy it since you don't need to move anything but your head anyway.

In this game, you play the role of a turret gunner for an Eve Mining corporation fighting over a mining claim with other ships.
Aiming is as simple as looking at the enemy to move the crosshair, you pull the trigger on one of your vive controllers to shoot,
you press the touchpad down to reload (which takes a few seconds). If you pick up a powerup, you can use it by pressing the
trigger on the left hand controller, but you can only hold one powerup at a time so use it or lose it.

After completing a wave, you're rated on how many enemies you killed, and some other stuff that went by pretty fast, and
overall you're rated 1-3 stars for your performance. Between each level you go back to a hub to choose the next mission (or to
replay an older one if you didn't get the best score)

Things I liked about this game:

 controls are simple

 the aiming responds as quick as you can turn your head

 there is some humorous dialog

 Each level is satisfying without being too short or too long

 You can look down and see arms and legs, which adds to the realism of the scene
Things I didn't like:

 it's best if you're seated, but then again, it's a turret shooter so how much do you need to get up and move when
you're seated in a turret?

 Standing during the opening scene made me feel as if I was being dragged backwards (I subconsciously started
leaning forward to counter it)

 Once the game started with me standing, I didn't see an obvious way to reset the scene so I could sit down. After
that, if I sat down my face would have been inside the body of the player model.

 The reload takes a long time. I'm not sure if it was shorter if I had bullets left or not, but I had to get in the habit
of reloading every chance I got or I'd be reloading while missiles came flying at me.
This is another solid VR game...I didn't play the whole way through so it's mostly a first impression of about
10-15 minutes worth. I look forward to going back and playing it some more though.

. Terrible controls make it too hard when jumping onto surfaces. I spent most of my play time in the first part of
the game just trying to jump onto boulders that I was stood right next to and each time the jump would fall just a
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little too short. Try a different angle and still the jump fails. Jump after jump after jump and then maybe on the
tenth or twelth jump you succeed. Then onto the next jump and away we go again with the falling.
The game looks pretty and for others the game seems to work, but for me it was pure frustration. Can't
recommend.. utter junk cant aim propperly you dye within 2 min of game play. game play is stiff and felt like i
was back on my Comodore C64.
realy do not recomend this game
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